Abstract-Many network security applications rely on string matching to detect intrusions, viruses, spam, and so on. Since software implementation may not keep pace with the high-speed demand, turning to hardware-based solutions becomes promising. This work presents an innovative architecture to realize string matching in sub-linear time based on algorithmic heuristics, which come from parallel queries to a set of space-efficient Bloom filters. The algorithm allows skipping characters not in a match in the text, and in turn simultaneously inspect multiple characters in effect. The techniques to reduce the impact of certain bad situations on performance are also proposed: the bad-block heuristic, a linear worst-case time method and a non-blocking interface to hand over the verification job to a verification module. This architecture is simulated with both behavior simulation in C and timing simulation in HDL for antivirus applications. The simulation shows that the throughput of scanning Windows executable files for more than 10 000 virus signatures can achieve 5.64 Gb/s, while the worst-case performance is 1.2 Gb/s if the signatures are properly specified.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
EEP content inspection at the application layer to detect proliferating intrusions and viruses on the Internet is a known critical part to the performance. The inspection involves string matching for multiple patterns of malicious signatures. Numerous algorithms have been developed for efficiency over the past decades [1] . Software implementation of stringmatching algorithms to handle the increasing Internet traffic becomes more challenging than ever. Extensive study thus turns to specialized hardware accelerators to meet the high-speed demand on the order of multi-gigabits per second. Many FPGA accelerators hardwire signatures into logic cells [2] , [3] , and match several characters in the text per cycle with pipelining for high throughput. However, the gate count constrains the number of signatures that can be hardwired. Frequent dynamic signature updating is also costly due to long reprogramming time. Implementing the designs in application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) is infeasible since an ASIC chip is not reconfigurable. Storing signatures in the memory simplifies the updating [4] , [5] . The size of external memory on the order of GBs also increases the scalability of the number of signatures.
A common memory-based approach sequentially reads each character in the text to track a finite automaton that accepts the patterns in the pattern set, so its time complexity is linear [6] . Some designs can accelerate the process by tracking multiple characters at once [7] - [9] , but the hardware or space complexity also increases with the number of characters under tracking. Another approach moves a search window through the text to check whether it contains a suspicious match or not [10] - [12] . Assuming most of the data is legitimate, this approach can quickly exclude the legitimate data, and verifies only the suspicious matches. The window is generally advanced by only one character at once for not missing any possible match. Duplicating multiple copies of hardware engines can advance the window faster, but the degree of parallelism is subject to availability of hardware resources.
A class of algorithms can skip characters not in a match based on algorithmic heuristics to inspect multiple characters at once in effect, and have been widely implemented in practical software [13] . This work borrows the idea of algorithmic heuristics, instead of sheer relying on duplicating hardware engines or high operating frequency. These algorithms are rarely realized in hardware so far, perhaps due to the following two reasons.
1) Calculating algorithmic heuristics involves looking up a large table, which may not fit in the embedded memory, but accessing the table in the external memory is slow.
2) The worst-case performance of such algorithms may be worse than that of linear-time algorithms. Such algorithms are less resilient to some bad cases, such as nonuniform character distribution that shortens the skipping distance and algorithmic attacks that attempt to exploit the worst case. Despite the drawbacks, we believe sub-linear time algorithms deserve the study since they are generally fast and do not rely on massive hardware parallelism for their speed.
We propose an innovative architecture to realize a sub-linear time algorithm, namely the bloom filter accelerated sub-linear 1063-8210/$26.00 © 2009 IEEE TABLE I  IMPORTANT NOTATIONS THROUGHOUT THIS PAPER time (BFAST) algorithm. This architecture uses a set of Bloom filters [14] , each representing a group of strings in a space-efficient bit vector for membership query. The algorithmic heuristics are derived from simultaneous queries to the Bloom filters to determine the shift distance of the search window. A suspicious match is handed over to a verification engine for verification without blocking the scan. Pipelining is also implemented to further increase the throughput by four times. A heuristic similar to the bad-character heuristic in the Boyer-Moore algorithm [15] , namely the bad-block heuristic, can reduce the verification frequency and exploit larger shift values. A linear worst-case time option is also proposed to guarantee the time complexity.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews typical string matching algorithms and hardware accelerators. Section III presents the architecture of the BFAST algorithm. Section IV presents the detailed hardware implementation. Section V evaluates this architecture and compares it with existing works. Section VI concludes this work.
II. EXISTING WORKS AND LITERATURE BACKGROUND
A multiple-string matching algorithm searches the text for occurrences of the patterns in a pattern set on the same alphabet , where is the number of patterns. We use to denote the shortest pattern length and assume (number of values in a byte). Table I summarizes the notations in this paper.
A. String Matching Algorithms
The Aho-Corasick (AC) algorithm [6] feeds a finite automaton that accepts the patterns in the pattern set with the input characters one by one, so its time complexity is . A match is claimed if one of the final states is reached. Such automaton-based approaches, either deterministic finite automaton (DFA) or non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA), are common due to their flexibility in representing the patterns , and deterministic execution time for robustness to algorithmic attacks. The transition table of an automaton is compressed to reduce the memory requirement [16] , [17] . Given the wide data bus in modern architectures, tracking one character at a time is inefficient. Several designs can determine the next state after reading a block of characters to boost the performance [7] , [8] , but they have two drawbacks: 1) compressing the transition  table may need tricky techniques, if feasible, as the table grows with a large block and 2) because a signature may not start from a block boundary, the match engine should be duplicated several copies at the offset of one more character from the block boundary [8] .
The Boyer-Moore (BM) algorithm is the first that can skip characters not in a match based on algorithmic heuristics [15] , which are illustrated in [18] . Among the heuristics of the BM algorithm and its derivatives, we specifically mention the badcharacter heuristic for its relevance to our work. This heuristic matches the characters backward from the suffix of the search window one by one, until either a mismatched character is found or the entire pattern is matched. If a mismatched character is found, the heuristic looks up a table to decide the shift distance of the window according to whether the character is in the pattern or not, and its position. However, the heuristic will significantly decrease the shift distance for a large pattern set due to the high probability of a character appearing in one of the patterns.
The WM algorithm matches a block of characters instead of a character to greatly reduce the chances that a block appears in the patterns. The algorithm assumes equal pattern lengths. If not, it considers only the first characters of each pattern during preprocessing and scanning. The search window of characters slides along the text during scanning according to the heuristics: if the right-most block of characters in the search window appears in none of the patterns, a window shift by a maximum of characters is safe without missing any match; otherwise, the shift value is , where the right-most occurrence of the block in the patterns ends at position . If the shift value is 0, i.e., the block is the suffix of some pattern, the occurrence of a true match is verified. The algorithm builds a shift table that keeps the shift values for indexing by the right-most block. Different blocks may be mapped to the same table entry, in which the minimum shift value of them is filled. This mapping saves the table space at the cost of smaller shift values. The worst performance of the WM algorithm may be poor. For example, if a pattern is aaaaa and the text is all a's, the search window cannot skip any character. The time complexity is because the verification takes in every text position. Nonetheless, variants of the algorithm can be found in popular software, such as ClamAV (www.clamav.net) for anti-virus.
A Bloom filter compactly stores the patterns in a -bit bit vector for membership queries [14] . For each pattern , the filter sets to 1 the bits addressed by the hash values ranging from 0 to . When a substring in the text is matched, a membership query looks up the bits addressed by 's hash values. If one of the bits is unset, must not be in the pattern set; otherwise, verification follows to see whether a true match occurs. The uncertainty comes from different patterns setting checked bits. Properly choosing and can control the false-positive rate.
B. Hardware Accelerators
String-matching hardware accelerators either hardwire the patterns into logic cells on field-programmable gate array (FPGA) or store them in memory. Updating the patterns in the former may take hours to regenerate a bit-stream and a few minutes to download it onto the chip. Partial reconfiguration can reduce the cost [19] . Besides the reconfiguration cost, the number of available gate counts limits the size of the pattern set. Several examples use this approach. For example, four scanning modules run in parallel to scan multiple packets concurrently in [20] , and the throughput is up to 1.184 Gb/s. Cho et al. designed a pipelining architecture of discrete comparators [2] . A pattern match unit involves four sets of four 8-bit comparators to directly compare four consecutive characters in each stage. The matching results from each stage are fed to the next in the pipelining. The design was later enhanced by fully pipelining the entire system [21] , and the throughput can be up to 11 Gb/s at 344 MHz, but its area cost is still high. Several following studies were devoted to area reduction, such as [3] .
Reconfiguration in memory-based accelerators involves only updating the memory content, and the logics either remain intact or experience only a slight change. The designs may utilize an AC-style automaton [22] - [27] , a filtering search window [10] - [12] , [28] , or both [8] . Whatever approach they take, a fundamental issue is that if the scanning proceeds by only one character at once, it demands high operating frequency for high speed. Some of them can advance several characters at once by multiple parallel engines, but the available hardware resources restrict the degree of parallelism.
III. BFAST ARCHITECTURE
A. Drawbacks of Using a Shift Table
The block size in the WM algorithm is critical to the performance for a large pattern set. Given patterns, the verification probability is , i.e., the probability that the right-most block is a pattern suffix. Increasing can reduce the probability, but also demands a larger shift table (e.g., entries in an uncompressed table for ). A block size larger than three is impractical due to the huge table size. Mapping multiple blocks to the same entry filled with the minimum shift value of these blocks can compress the table, but the compression reduces the shift values and increases the verification frequency [29] .
The shift table keeps little information about the patterns but the shift values. The information such as whether a block appears in a specific position or appears multiple times in the patterns is lost, but the information is important to exploit larger shift distance. Moreover, if a shift value is zero, nothing can be done but moving the search window by one character after verification. We therefore abort using a shift table.
B. Deriving Shift Distance Using Bloom Filters
The BFAST algorithm enhances the heuristics from the WM algorithm. Let denote a substring from the th character to the th character of . We define a function if , otherwise.
(
The BFAST algorithm searches for patterns in during scanning, where is the set of if , or the set of otherwise. If any pattern in is found, whether a true match in occurs is verified. Let be the rightmost block in the search window. The heuristic for is described as follows. 1) If neither appears in the patterns nor any suffix of is a prefix of some pattern, the shift value is if , or otherwise.
2) If
does not appear in the patterns, but it has a suffix that is also the prefix of some pattern. Let be the longest length of such a suffix. The shift value is if , or otherwise. 1 3) is a substring of some pattern if , or a pattern is a substring of . In the former, if the right-most occurrence of ends at position of some pattern, the shift value is . The bad-block heuristic depicted in Section III-C then evaluates whether additional checks are worthwhile to exploit a larger shift value. In the latter, a match is claimed directly. This heuristic considers not only but also its suffix so that the maximum shift value can be rather than . Patterns shorter than characters can be also handled.
The BFAST algorithm groups blocks in the patterns by their positions, so we can derive the position of every block in the search window by checking its membership in the groups. This method retains more information than a shift table, so it can use versatile heuristics. The shift value is derived by membership queries to a set of parallel Bloom filters, each of which stores an individual group. is {efgh,mnop,vuts}, is {defg,lmno,wvut}, and so on. Let denote the Bloom filter storing . These Bloom filters are queried in parallel for the membership of . Because cdef is a member of , must report a hit. If no false positives occur in or , the shift value is 2 according to the aforementioned heuristic. If none of the Bloom filters report a hit (i.e., neither appears in the patterns nor any suffix of is the prefix of some pattern), the maximum shift of characters is safe.
In general, when , the groups are defined by (2) shown at the bottom of the next page. The queries check in parallel whether is a member of and whether the -character suffix of is a member of , for
. Because and contain only one or two characters, the Bloom filters of both are implemented as directly mapped tables for simplicity. When , the groups are defined by (3) shown at the bottom of the page. The patterns in are further divided into , where are patterns of characters. The queries check whether each substring of characters in is in in parallel and whether the -character suffix of is a member of . More than one Bloom filter may report a hit if a block makes multiple appearances in the patterns or false positives occur. A priority encoder can arbitrate and determine the shift value as follows. If at least one Bloom filter reports a hit, reports a hit ; otherwise, . If no false positives occur, is equal to that from the aforementioned heuristic because the Bloom filters report the exact membership of . Otherwise, the false positive reported from a Bloom filter may make the shift shorter than it should be, but it is still safe-no match will be missed.
C. Bad-Block Heuristic in the Search Window
In practice, some blocks may appear much more frequently than the others. In the Windows executable files under our investigation, for example, the most frequent block " " alone occupies 4.46% of the total blocks. If the suffix of some happens to be a frequent block, the verification will be also frequent, following immediately after a hit in . A verification failure also tells nothing but shifts the search window by only one character.
The BFAST algorithm avoids immediate verification by checking additional blocks to exploit a larger shift value if needed, where denotes the block that is characters away from the last character backward in the search window. A heuristic similar to the bad-character heuristic, namely the bad-block heuristic, is described as follows. 1) Let be reports a hit and . a) If , the shift value derived by checking is , where is the smallest value in . b) Otherwise, the shift value is . In (1), if , more checks may be needed as described in the following. Theorem 1: The shift value derived here is safe.
Proof: Suppose a match occurs when the search window is shifted by a shorter distance. This means that either or a suffix of must be in one of the groups from to (in the first rule) or from to (in the second rule), implying that a Bloom filter between and or between and will report a hit. This contradicts either that is the smallest such that reports a hit or that none of report a match for . Therefore, the shift value will not miss a match. The heuristic in Section III-B is a special case for . Implementing the rules is simple. The priority encoder just ignores the report from when is checked. False positives in the Bloom filters may occur, but like the query from , the shift is just shorter, but is still safe. 1) After has been checked, where , whether should be checked next is evaluated based on the cost of additional checks to exploit a larger shift value. Let be the largest shift value derived since was checked, and be the expected shift value when is checked. The criterion (4) is evaluated (with integer division) to see if checking is worthwhile. If the criterion is true, will be checked next; otherwise, the search window will be moved by characters. The estimate of is precomputed for each according to the analysis in Section III-F, and is updated after each block is checked. Because every shift value from to is safe, is surely safe. If every Bloom filter from to reports a hit, a match may occur, and the checks should go on. In this case, because the shift values derived from to are all zeros. The equation ensures the checks will continue. Only the inequality on the left-hand side is insufficient because might be zero due to integer division, even if
. The inequality may fail even though . 2) The verification procedure is invoked only if every block from to gives rise to a hit in , respectively. The verification probability becomes only for , where is the probability that reports a hit for . The probability is normally low, particularly for long patterns such as virus signatures. Fig . 2 illustrates the bad-block heuristic with two trivial examples of only one pattern. In the upper example, we find MPLE in , AMPL in , but XAMP is in . Then the shift distance of characters is safe. In the lower example, because neither XAMP nor its suffixes are in the groups from to , the shift distance can be characters.
D. Performance in the Worst Case
The worst time complexity is , when every block in the search window must be queried after each shift by one character. Manipulating to the worst case is not always feasible in practice. For example, an attacker knows a signature malicious and generates a string nalicious in the search window to force backward checks throughout the entire window. After the verification and the shift by one character, the right-most block in the next window becomes ous , where . The next shift distance will be at least characters according to the heuristic in Section III-B. The manipulation fails, even though a series of strings nalicious are in the text. Galil discussed the general condition leading to the worst case in terms of the periodicity of a pattern [31] . Shortly put, properly specifying a signature to avoid a short period (i.e., it is not a prefix of for , where is a short string called a period) can reduce the risk of an algorithmic attack, as demonstrated above.
Several methods can guarantee the linear worst-case time complexity for a single fixed string or regular expression [31] , [32] , but none of them can guarantee so for multiple strings as far as we know. We thus suggest two alternatives to handle this problem. First, the worst case of is easily detected by calculating the average number of blocks that have been checked in the last characters from the current text position, say . (A block may be counted more than once if it is revisited.) If the average is higher than a threshold, say , which is unusual in normal traffic, the available bandwidth of that flow is constrained to avoid a possible algorithmic attack. The approach has low cost, but may not work well when the attacks are from multiple flows.
Second, the worst time complexity is resulted from revisiting the blocks in the text many times during scanning. In Section V-A of [32] , an approach of forward and backward scanning can assure no blocks are revisited in either direction to guarantee the linear time. This approach seems tantalizing, but its space complexity exponential to the number of characters in the patterns is prohibitively high for a large pattern set. We propose to borrow its concept of forward and backward scanning without revisiting in either direction, and use an assisting Aho-Corasick automaton instead of its original data structure. The procedure is described as follows.
1) The BFAST architecture searches the text until a suspicious match is found. Let the first character of the search window be the critical position.
2) The AC automaton tracks forward the characters from the critical position until the end of the window. The tracking will either: a) find the longest prefix of some pattern in the window suffix or b) go back to the initial state of the automaton (if a failure occurs). In case a), if the entire window is the pattern prefix, the tracking should be resumed beyond the window until the entire pattern is matched or a failure occurs somewhere. In both cases, the current automaton state is recorded, and the current text position plus one becomes the new critical position.
3) The search window is aligned with the prefix found in step 2) (i.e., their first characters are aligned), or to begin at the position where the failure occurs. Proof: Correctness. The search window is shifted according to either forward scanning in Fig. 3(a) or bad-block heuristics in Fig. 3(b) . In the former, if a pattern starts within the search window, its prefix must be in the window suffix, and the AC tracking in step 2) will find it. After the search window is shifted in step 3), the backward scanning in step 4) will reach the critical position because the search window is now aligned with the pattern. The AC tracking will be resumed from the critical position and eventually match the entire pattern. The shift thus will not miss a match. In the latter, we proved the shift will not miss a match in Section III-C.
Linear time. In each shift, the forward scanning is resumed either from or after the critical position where it is stopped last time (see Fig. 3 ), so the scanning never revisits the blocks in the text. Note that this algorithm looks for a non-overlapping match, which is sufficient for most network security applications [33] . When a match is found, the forward scanning will not revisit the blocks inside the match. Similarly, the backward scanning traverses before or until reaching the critical point, which is behind the end of the last window, so the backward scanning never revisits the blocks in the last window. Since neither direction revisits the blocks in the text, the blocks are read at most times, and the worst time complexity is . Although the second alternative can guarantee linear worstcase time and offer sub-linear time performance on average, it has two overheads. First, it needs the space to store the AC automaton for forward scanning. Second, it needs forwarding scanning in each shift to exclude blocks from being revisited by backward scanning, but the forward scanning is an overhead if the backward scanning gets a shift value before reaching the critical position. This alternative will slow down the average performance due to the overheads. We thus suggest it be used when the linear time guarantee is a must. In this paper, we leave the second alternative optional, and implement only the BFAST architecture and the verification module to be introduced in Section IV.
E. Hash Functions and the Parameters in the Design
The hash functions in the Bloom filters are from a slight modification to a class of universal hash functions, namely the class of functions. Let be a set of key values in bits and be addresses of a bit vector of bits. It is presented in [34] that the class has uniform mapping, meaning that the probability of a hash function mapping a key to a specific position is . The implementation is also very simple.
Consider the block as a bit string of . This work defines the hash function for the Bloom filters by (5) where is an AND operator, is a bitwise XOR operator, and is a random number ranging from 0 to . Each of the hash functions in a Bloom filter chooses a different set of . We add an extra term in this equation because if a block contains all zeros, the hash functions will all map the block to zero. Hence the false-positive rate will depend only on bit 0 of the bit vector, and the benefit of using hash functions will be voided.
The modification keeps the uniform mapping of the class. Let be a set of strings of bits. The hash function , where (6) is a function in the class by definition, so the mapping to is uniform. Since the key space of , i.e., , can be viewed as a subset of , where is always 1, the mapping of is also uniform.
Properly choosing and the ratio of can control the falsepositive rate of a Bloom filter, . Although setting can minimize the probability to [10] , the hardware complexity and simultaneous memory accesses also increase with a large . Fig. 4 presents the false-positive rate with respect to and . Considering a good balance between the hardware complexity and the false-positive rate, we arbitrarily choose and to be around 10 so that is around 0.012, which is low enough in practice. If the memory space is restricted, can be reduced at the cost of higher false-positive rate.
If the block consists of only one or two characters, the probability that it is a pattern suffix is high, let alone the chances of occurrence in other positions of the patterns. Therefore, the Bloom filters are likely to report a hit, and the shift distance is generally short. A larger block size can reduce the probability, but it also complicates matching a pattern shorter than , as every substring of the block should be matched against the patterns in [See the discussion below (3)]. We arbitrarily choose herein because it fits well on a 32-bit data bus and is a good balance. The probability is tiny for a block to appear in a specific position of the patterns (or equivalently, a group), say around for .
F. Analysis of the BFAST Algorithm
We consider the performance when the characters are uniformly distributed in the analysis. The probability that a block is in a group is tiny, so the probability of a hit in a Bloom filter is approximately the false-positive rate . To simplify the analysis, we assume that an additional check for is performed only when reports a hit for . The assumption will underestimate the shift value because the bad-block heuristic is more aggressive, but it is sufficient to show the time complexity of the BFAST algorithm.
Let denote the expected shift value for the shortest pattern length , and denote the probability that the shift value by querying from a single block is .
can be recursively derived by for for .
If , additional checks will determine the shift value; otherwise, the search window is shifted by . We consider only the case that for simplicity. The case that can be derived similarly.
is derived considering the following three conditions. 1) is a factor of some pattern in . The shift value is derived according to the position of the right-most occurrence of , so for (
2) is not a factor of any pattern in , but a suffix of is the prefix of some pattern. Let the longest length of such a suffix be for (9) where is the probability that reports no hit from 's suffix of characters, and
3) Neither is a factor of any pattern in nor its suffix is a prefix of any pattern. In this case (11) If the false-positive rate is low enough, the probability in (8) will be small, meaning most shifts can be at least . For long patterns such that , the shift values are close to , so the sub-linear time of can be expected for random text and patterns. As mentioned earlier, the worst-case performance is , but it is unusual in practice. One of the two options we propose can ensure the linear time complexity in the worst case. 1) Scanning module reads the text into the buffer, selects the block to query the Bloom filters, shifts the search window according to the querying results, and requests for verification of a suspicious match. 2) Verification interface receives a verification job packed in a descriptor and fills an entry in the job queue. 3) Verification module reads a job from the queue and performs the verification. The sub-modules in the scanning module are described as follows.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
A. Main Components in the BFAST Architecture
• Text buffer. The text buffer on the embedded memory loads the text from the external memory in batch. Two buffers are in the system to hide the latency in text transfer. While one buffer is being scanned, the other is loaded with the next batch of text. Because a pattern in may span two contiguous batches, the last characters in the last batch are prepended to the current batch in the buffer. Therefore, a pattern will not be missed if this case occurs.
• Bloom filters plus priority encoder. Parallel queries to the Bloom filters mean simultaneous access to the memory. In our prototype system of Xilinx XC2VP30 are 136 dualport 18 kb memory blocks that can be accessed independently [35] . Fig. 6 illustrates the layout of the memory blocks to support multiple Bloom filters. Each memory block is configured as a 16 k bit vector. The dual-port architecture can support simultaneously accessing two hash values, so two sets of memory blocks to simultaneously access hash values in a Bloom filter. The priority encoder determines the shift value according to the reports from the Bloom filters and evaluates whether more checks should be done. Fig. 6 skips the detail of the logics for inferring the shift distance for simplicity.
• Text position controller. The text position controller keeps the position of the search window and the block for the queries according to the feedback from the Bloom filters and the current matching status. A non-blocking interface is located between the scanning module and the verification module. The scanning module can offload verification and move on the scanning without blocking when finding a suspicious match. This approach parallelizes the scanning and the verification to better utilize the hardware components. The detail of the verification module is left unspecified as long as it can the match in real time.
Our implementation in the verification module is an Anchored-AC algorithm that groups the patterns having the same prefix of length into an individual trie. The prefixes serve as the keys to store these tries in a hash table. When the scanning module identifies a suspicious match, it instructs the job dispatcher to enter a verification job descriptor, including the starting position of the search window in the text, i.e., the anchor, and the window text into the job queue. If the verification module is available for the non-empty queue, it fetches a job to verify a match. The module then traverses the trie(s) indexed by the window to identify a true match. If the option to guarantee the linear worst-case time is implemented, the verification module should be modified to work with the scanning module as described in Section III-D.
B. Pipelining Design
The process of deriving the shift value and moving the search window is divided into four phases for pipelining: text position controlling (TP), block reading (BR), computing hash functions (HA), and bit vector reading (BV). The text buffer is also logically divided into four segments. Assume the buffer length is , where is a multiple of 4. The four segments are located in the ranges of , , , and . Every pair of two contiguous segments overlap slightly to avoid missing a pattern in the boundary of the two segments. The overlapping part of characters can ensure the patterns in must completely fall inside a segment. Fig. 7 illustrates the pipelining operation for and . The text position controller initializes the starting positions to the th character of the four segments in the beginning. The next position of the search window or the next block to be queried in the first segment is derived in the fifth cycle, that in the second segment in the sixth cycle, and so on.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISONS
This work conducts a behavior simulation in C to estimate the performance, and runs a timing simulation in HDL to estimate the clock rate.
A. Simulation in C
The C simulation of the BFAST architecture was performed in four cases: 1) random patterns and text; 2) random patterns and text in Windows executable files; 3) patterns in ClamAV and random text; and 4) patterns in ClamAV and text in Windows executable files. The Windows executable files come from typical Windows applications without viruses. Because most practical files are clean and a virus signature is much shorter than the total file sizes even if it is present, using uninfected files is sufficient to estimate the performance. The ratio of is set to 8 because it is close to the good compromise of 10 discussed in Section III-E. Both and are 2 to the power of some integer. Fig. 8 presents the average shift values for various numbers of patterns. The values in the first three cases are all above 8, and decrease only slightly for a large pattern set because the blocks in the text are unlikely to appear in the patterns in the random cases. The values in the fourth case are degraded significantly for more than 10 000 patterns. A deep observation reveals that the blocks near or in the suffix of the patterns in happen to include the block " ", which is frequent in some executable files. The shift values derived without the bad-block heuristic is also compared. In this case, the values start to drop significantly for more than 1000 patterns because the search window can advance only one character after a verification failure without the heuristic.
1) Performance for Various Number of Patterns:
Deciding a shift value may need to check more than one block. Let be the average shift value and be the average number of checked blocks to derive . The performance is estimated by , which is the average number of characters per checked block. Fig. 9 examines the values in the above cases. In the first three cases, the values are close to those in Fig. 8 , meaning checking only one block can derive most shift values. In the fourth case, the values are degraded with increasing number of patterns. For example, 1.57 blocks are checked on average to derive a shift value for , so effectively 5.03 characters are inspected in parallel.
Another concern is the verification frequency. In the first three cases, we did not find even a verification in our experiment. After all, the probability that all the blocks in the search window are in their corresponding groups (e.g., the right-most block in ) is tiny for . In the fourth case, Table II lists the average number of characters that have been scanned to meet a verification for various numbers of patterns. When , for example, the verification module has a margin of around 110 cycles (given 5.03 characters inspected in parallel effectively) to verify a match without blocking.
2) Impact of the Length of the Bloom Filters: Fig. 10 compares the shift values for various lengths of bit vectors in the Bloom filters. Because the first three cases perform quite similarly, we consider only random patterns and text. The ratio of is the best compromise between the efficiency and the memory space. This result coincides with the theoretical estimation in Section III-E. Raising the ratio up to 16 and 32 helps little to the performance, but increases the required memory space.
Reducing the ratio to 4 leads to noticeable degradation. This observation justifies the choice of . Except and that are stored for direct indexing and demand 65 536 and 256 bits, respectively, each of the other groups contain substrings of the patterns. Let . The total memory space required is (12) For example, if and , the memory space in the Bloom filters are only around 86 kB, which can be easily accommodated in the embedded memory on a typical FPGA. The tries in the Anchored-AC algorithm are compressed in the fashion similar to that in [17] . They take 0.94 MB for 10 000 patterns, and had better be stored in the external memory.
B. HDL Simulation Result
The Xilinx XCVP30 FPGA on which the architecture is implemented has 136 dual-port embedded memory blocks, each of which can be configured as a 16 384-bit long bit vector. A set of two memory blocks work together to support 4 hash functions in a Bloom filter. Given , each set of memory blocks can store pattern blocks in a group. If , 8 Bloom filters store the groups from to , and two more bit vectors of 65 536 bits and 256 bits store and . In other words, a set of 4096 patterns takes It is suggested that a BFAST scanning module handles around 10 000 patterns to keep high efficiency, so we allocate memory blocks to store patterns since 12 288 is close to 10 000. We allocate 64 memory blocks to the two text buffers, each of which takes 64 kB. The data structure in the verification module is stored in the external memory to avoid the restriction in memory space. A larger pattern set can be split into several subsets of 12 288 patterns, and multiple BFAST scanning modules, each responsible for a subset, can scan in parallel for the match. The strategy is feasible given a large FPGA, say Xilinx XC2VP100, which has 444 embedded memory blocks [35] .
The system can operate at 150 MHz. The design utilizes 7560 logic cells, which amount to 24% of the available logic cells on the XC2VP30 FPGA. Given an average of 4.7 characters inspected effectively in parallel for 12 288 patterns (see Fig. 9 ), the throughput of the scanning module is up to 5.64 Gb/s. If the signatures are properly specified, as discussed in Section III-D, the worst-case throughput is 1.2 Gb/s. It is suggested that long signatures of at least 15 characters be used in virus-scanning applications to avoid false positives [36] . In that case, the throughput could be higher because more characters are inspected per checked block for the long signatures.
C. Comparisons With Other Works
We categorize existing designs into filtering-based and automata-based architectures. A filtering-based architecture maps a search window in the text using hash functions (including Bloom filters) to exclude the characters not in a match and verify only suspicious matches. In [10] and [37] , inspecting positions in parallel needs sets of Bloom filters, where the pattern lengths range from to . Because the lengths may range from a few characters to hundreds, implementing so many Bloom filters is impractical. Splitting a long string into substrings of characters and seeking the partial matches can solve the problem [38] , but the number of Bloom filters is still (e.g., 96 Bloom filters for in [38] ). is constrained by reading so many strings from the text simultaneously for parallel queries. The throughput is only around 2 Gb/s with four parallel engines. The design also requires more logic cells than the BFAST architecture.
Dharmapurikar and Lockwood combine Bloom filters with an NFA representing the patterns 2 [8] , and use the pairs of as keys to index a hash table for the next states and failure links, where denotes the current state and denotes a string of at most characters. Tracking the NFA by characters at once involves looking for the longest match of the next characters in the table. The design assumes real matches are rare and Bloom filters can exclude unsuccessful searches. Because a match may fall across a -character boundary, state machines are deployed, each of which starts at the offset of one more character from the beginning of the text. Generally, inspecting characters in parallel requires Bloom filters, and characters are read from the text buffer simultaneously because each state machine reads characters at once. The number of Bloom filters and the characters read in parallel will grow fast as increases, while in the BFAST architecture, the number of Bloom filters is linear to the number of characters effectively inspected in parallel and only characters are read in each iteration. The design uses similar amount of memory to ours, even though only around 2000 patterns are inside. Papadopoulos and Pnevmatikatos [11] use cyclic redundancy check (CRC) functions generated from the patterns as the hash functions. A replicated structure is in charge of each pattern length. Splitting long patterns into several short ones and reusing structures for the short patterns can reduce the number of structures. This strategy may be rather complex for a pattern set of many long patterns, such as that in ClamAV. Sourdis et al. [12] select a unique substring from each pattern, and extract only necessary bits from the substrings that can distinguish themselves from others. The bits in the text are mapped with a perfect hash function for information of a pattern. The perfect hash functions exist by grouping the patterns so that each pattern has unique bits to distinguish itself from the others in the same group. This design avoids the problem with long patterns, but the hash trees should be replicated as many copies as the number of groups. Both designs can filter two characters at once, but the replicated structures increase with the number of characters. The required logic cells for filtering only two characters at once are more than or slightly fewer than those of the BFAST architecture, let alone more characters at once. An ASIC implementation also could be a problem, as the hash functions cannot be reconfigured with updated patterns.
The Trie Bitmap Content Analyzer (TriBiCa) that builds a trie structure to identify whether a window of characters belong to a set or not [28] . TriBiCa features member identification that can indicate the matched member if the window is in the set, so the verification becomes trivial when a suspicious match is found. Because the window advances only one character at once, a single matching engine achieves the throughput of 2.5 Gb/s at 300 MHz. Four engines should work in parallel can achieve 10-Gb/s throughput. The Snort signature set in this design takes around 540 kb of memory.
2) Compared With Automata-Based Architectures: We compare the BFAST architecture with the automata-based architectures in terms of the solutions to inspecting multiple characters at once. Tan and Sherwood [22] split an automaton into several small ones in the bit level. Because the number of transitions is greatly reduced with one or a few input bits, expanding the automata to track multiple characters at once is facilitated. For example, at most 16 transitions are from a state in an one-bit automaton when four input characters are read. This design is not scalable to a large pattern set. Due to the length of state encoding and the partial match vector, the patterns must be partitioned into rule modules, each of which needs circuit overhead such as decoders and multiplexers. Even though we use their suggested values to minimize the memory space, i.e., 16 patterns and 4 state machines per rule module, and 8 bits in state encoding, accommodating 12 288 patterns needs totally 768 rule modules, meaning that the input characters will be simultaneously fed to so many modules. The total memory requirement becomes 4.6 MB in their calculation method. When characters are tracked at once, the number of next state pointers in a rule module will be exponential to . The rule modules should be also duplicated copies for each character offset in the block of characters. The overall cost is therefore prohibitively high for large .
Sugawara et al. [7] proposed a compact data structure of the transition table for tracking multiple characters at once with hardware assistance. Their observation is that only a subset of -character blocks and their suffixes suffice to determine the next states after characters. However, the number of different blocks and their suffixes still increases significantly for large in a large pattern set, making the scalability a problem. They tested the design on three rather small pattern sets of at most 180 patterns, and the table size is nearly 600 kb for only 180 patterns with , let alone a much larger pattern set. Tseng et al. [24] - [27] build root-index tables to derive the next state after several characters from the root state, and prehashing tables to find a failure in the other states that leads to the root state. However, it has two limitations in scalability.
1) Concatenating the addresses in the root-index tables may lead to a long address to index the next table. For example, if each index table takes 8 bits to encode the characters in a given position, tracking four characters needs a 32-bit address (from four index tables), meaning 4G entries in the next table. 2) A failure in the tracking is unlikely to go back to the root state for a large pattern set, since the input character leading to a failure is likely to be the first character of some pattern, and the state transition should go to the next state from the root state according to the input character. Therefore, the benefit of tracking multiple characters from the root state diminishes.
The work of Lunteren [23] features high efficiency in storage by compressing the AC automaton in a B-FSM data structure, which contains transition rules for fast lookup, given the current state and input character. Running from 100 to 125 MHz, a single B-FSM that reads only one input character for each state transition can achieve from 0.8 to 1 Gb/s. The design relies on aggregating the processing rate from multiple data structures of transition rules.
3) Linear Time vs. Sub-Linear Time:
We do not intend to compare with all of existing architectures over the years, but discuss the pros and cons of realizing a sub-linear time algorithm in hardware. The longer the patterns, the longer the distance that the search window can slide in a sub-linear time algorithm, while the cost of a long shift distance is low. The antivirus applications typically have long patterns [36] , so they could be a good target application. In applications such as Snort, the patterns may be as short as only one character. The BFAST architecture can still work for short patterns, but its performance is not optimal. This is a general weakness of a sub-linear time algorithm, which cannot skip longer than the shortest pattern length without inspection, or it may miss a match. However, a very short pattern has its own pitfall. An obvious problem is that false positives are likely to occur. Although verifying the context information in the rules can reduce the number of false positives, an attacker can infuse the short patterns in the text to force frequent verification. Therefore, we believe such performance degradation is common for existing designs, and should be addressed in research beyond string matching.
Another often criticized weakness is the worst-case performance. An attacker can exploit the weakness with an algorithmic attack. Although it is possible to implement a design that normally performs in sub-linear time and keeps in linear time in the worst case, as we have demonstrated in Section III-D, the design has additional overheads. Reducing the overheads deserves future study. In comparison, a linear-time algorithm can guarantee the worst performance, but at the cost of replicated hardware components for parallel matching and thus higher limitation in scalability. There is a tradeoff between scalability and the need of deterministic performance. For most ordinary traffic, BFAST has an edge over other architectures. Unlike most of existing designs aiming at 2000 3000 patterns in Snort, BFAST can support more than 10 000 patterns in a single engine. In summary, we believe such sub-linear time algorithms in hardware is promising, just like those in some software packages.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This work designs the BFAST architecture using Bloom filters to realize a sub-linear time algorithm in hardware. It can inspect multiple characters at once in effect based on algorithmic heuristics to boost the throughput up to 5.64 Gb/s for more than 10 000 virus signatures, while the worst throughput is 1.2 Gb/s with properly specified signatures. The architecture needs only Bloom filters and reads a block of only characters from the text per iteration, and features low hardware cost and memory usage for high throughput. Although a method to guarantee linear worst-case time complexity is proposed, a more lightweight solution to reduce the overheads deserves further study in the future.
An increasing number of signatures are represented in regular expressions. This architecture can support regular expressions by filtering the text with necessary substrings in the regular expressions. The presence of a regular expression is verified only if the substrings in it are all found. This filtration-then-verification method is common in open-source packages such as Snort and ClamAV. Supporting regular-expression matching all in hardware is the next work we will pursue.
